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أ داف�المجلة

� 89� �الباحث0ن �دعم �إ?< �المجلة �A@دف �ال&%بو"ة �التخصصات �للJشر�يل�FGمختلف �جديد �توف0%�وعاء �خلال من

التالية. وخارجQاالPو"تحاجات�الباحث0ن�داخل� Sر/عة TSداف 89 8Uتفصي WشPل المجلة أTداف تحديد     :و"مكن

ال&%بويالمشاركة�الفاعلة�مع�مراكز�البحث�العل[�Fلإ. 1 المجال 89 البحث حركة   .ثراء

.استl@اض�الباحث0ن�المتمk0ين�للإسQام��89طرح�المعاfgات�العلمية�المتعمقة�والمبتكرة�للمستجدات�والقضايا�ال&%بو"ة. 2

    .التخصصات�ال&%بو"ةمختلف�توف0%�وعاء�لJشر�Sبحاث�العلمية�Sصيلة��89. 3

. مية��89مجال�العلوم�ال&%بو"ةمتاWعة�المؤتمرات�والندوات�العل. 4

مجالات�ال%شر��"!�المجلة

مختلف 89 rشرTا tسبق لم Fuال والبحوث الدراسات بJشر ال&%بو"ة والبحوث الدراسات مجلة A@تم

كما�. أخلاقيات�البحث�العل[Fترا�8yو ، المنfxية�العلميةتwبع�الأصالة�واfgدة،�و عU<�أن�تتصف�ب، التخصصات�ال&%بو"ة

ال&%بو"ةتJشر�المجل التخصصات بمختلف العلاقة ذات والدكتوراه الماجست%0 رسائل م{|صات ، المراجعات�العلميةو ، ة

العلمية، البحوث�والمراسلات�العلمية�القص0%ةتقار"رو  والمنتديات المؤتمرات والكتب�والمؤلفات�المتخصصة��89، وتقار"ر

.        ال&%بية�ونقدTا�وتحليلQا

ال%شرلقواعد�العامة�لقبا "!�المجلةول

للمعاي0%نجلk0يةتقبل�المجلة�rشر�البحوث�باللغت0ن�العر�ية�و� .1
ً
:التاليةوفقا

�اديميةتوافر�·S البحوث كتابة 89 عل�@ا المتعارف والمنfxية العلمية Sصول >Uع المعتمد F]العل البحث شروط

. المختلفة�89مجالات�ال&%بية�

من· Sو?< الصفحة تحتوي :البحث�عU<أن

إل�@ا- F]تJي Fuال واfgامعة العلمية ودرجتھ الباحث .اسم

النقال- الQاتف ورقم للباحث، �لك&%وrي . ال�%يد

�لمة) 150(م{|ص�للبحث�باللغة�العر�ية�و�نجلk0ية��89حدود�-   .

.    الPلمات�المفتاحية�Wعد�الم{|ص-

·
ّ

   .المراجعامش�و الQو صفحة�متضمنة�) 30(�يز"د�عدد�صفحات�البحث�عن�ألا

�يضاحيةأ· والبيانات العناو"ن �شمل وأن ال��يحة، أماكl@ا 89 مُدرجة وSشPال اfgداول تPون ن
ّ

ألا >yوٌ"را الصفحةالضرور"ة، �fم واfgداول SشPال أWعاد . تتجاوز

·
ً
مل&kما البحث يPون �أن �Sمر"كية �النفس �علم �جمعية �دليل �حسب �التوثيق ،�لسادس�صدار�اAPAبدقة

     . تھالبحث���89@ايمراجعوحسن�استخدام�المصادر�والمراجع،�وتث�يت�

و�ملائيةأن�· والنحو"ة اللغو"ة Sخطاء من
ً
خاليا البحث .يPون

:يل&kم�الباحث�باg|طوط�وأ�fامQا�عU<�النحو�التا?8أن�·
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. )14(و�fم�اg|ط�، )Sakkal Majalla(نوع�اg|ط�: اللغة�العر�ية-

.)14(و�fم�اg|ط�، )Times New Roman(نوع�اg|ط�: نجلk0يةاللغة�� -

).Bold(غامق�) 16(تكتب�العناو"ن�الرئ�سية�والفرعية�ب�fم�-

Sسطر- ب0ن المسافة تPون Sسطرو ، بالJسبة�للبحوث�باللغة�العر�ية)1.15(أن ب0ن المسافة )1.5(تPون

.   بالJسبة�للبحوث�باللغة��نجلk0ية

واfgانب0ن) 2.5(ت&%ك�مسافة�- 8Uوالسف العلوي الQامش من   .لPل

2 .
ً
rشرألا سبق قد البحث أخرىهيPون جQة أي 89 للJشر دم

ٌ
ق . أو

. تحتفظ�المجلة�بحقQا��89إخراج�البحث�وإبراز�عناو"نھ�بما�يwناسب�وأسلو¢@ا��89الJشر. 3
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Abstract: The study aimed to explain job satisfaction and its impact on teachers’ 

performance. The study relied on the descriptive approach, the study sample consisted 

of (149) male and female teachers who were selected by random sampling method, 

and a tool was developed a questionnaire to collect data. The results of the study 

indicated that the average of job satisfaction among teachers in the Southern Al-Mazar 

was at a moderate level, its dimensions (material domain, spiritual domain) were at a 

moderate level, and domain of teachers’ performance received a high score. It was also 

shown that there were statistically significant differences about material domain of job 

satisfaction due to gender variable in favor of females, and the presence of differences 

between years of experience between spiritual domain and the performance of teachers 

in favor of the group of 11 years and over, and indicated that there are differences 

between academic qualification and job satisfaction in favor of a master’s degree and 

between academic qualification and teachers’ performance in favor of a doctoral 

degree. It was also found that spiritual domain in favor of the humanities 

specializations there were differences about teachers’ performance and spiritual 

domain due to specialization variable, there were statistically significant correlation

between job satisfaction and teachers' performance. 

Keywords: Job Satisfaction, Teacher performance, Southern District of Al - Mazar, 

Jordan.
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Introduction

Effective educational administration is critical for maximizing the 

utilization of human and material resources, attaining desired objectives, and 

producing optimal educational results that contribute to societal progress and 

development while requiring minimal financial investment, time commitment, 

and effort. As a result, educational administration serves only as a mechanism 

and a supplement to the ultimate objective of attaining the societal aims of 

education. The foundation of any organization is establishing and prioritizing its 

objectives. Given the critical nature of the human element as the most valuable 

asset an organization possesses, these organizations were obligated to give it 

their undivided attention. Their success is contingent on the degree to which 

they are able to regulate and appropriately frame this most valuable resource. 

Given the limited availability of human capital, which organizations strive to 

procure in a manner that maximizes their efficiency through both quality and 

quantity, they are likewise preoccupied with identifying the factors that would 

elevate the performance of their personnel.

The significance and role of educators in determining the future of their 

communities has led to a growing interest in examining job satisfaction among 

professionals in educational institutions (Mittal et al., 2023). Furthermore, 

instructors possess the authority to shape the aims and objectives of these 

educational institutions. Education garners significant focus from people, 

organizations, and nations due to its pivotal role in fostering human capital and 

driving progress (Rawabih & Bouhanek, 2020). It serves as a catalyst for 

societal transformation and exerts a significant impact on the younger 

generation, both in the present and future. It encompasses the vital energy of 
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individuals from childhood to early adulthood, who then assume crucial roles 

within society after completing their education.

The efficacy of the educational process depends on the conviction of the 

human constituents, such as administrators and educators, in the teaching 

profession, their contentment with it, and their execution of their responsibilities 

(Runhaar, 2017). Job satisfaction and performance of school teachers are 

quantifiable aspects of their profession and may be assessed using various 

methods (Wolomasi et al., 2019). Measuring these dimensions allows decision-

makers in the Ministry of Education to gather essential information for ensuring 

the success of the educational process. It also provides them with opinions and 

ideas that aid in improving teachers' attitudes towards their work, as job 

satisfaction is a crucial factor in a teacher's performance and motivation (Kumar, 

2023). In order to cultivate strong professional connections with teachers and 

administration, it is crucial to recognize the profound influence this has on 

fostering a harmonious school community characterized by mutual respect and 

trust, devoid of any conflicts or apathy (Abdul et al., 2023). The success of 

instructors in fulfilling their jobs is influenced by their positive rapport with 

their management, job satisfaction, and professional dedication. Hence, it is 

important to prioritize the teacher's job satisfaction as they strive to provide a 

conducive school atmosphere, given that education and its results are the sole 

means to meet and fulfil society's expectations and ambitions.

Study problem 

Job satisfaction is a contemporary and essential notion that serves as a 

significant criterion for evaluating the quality of work in educational 

institutions. The individuals in charge of educational institutions mandate that 

all staff members, including principals, instructors, and employees, fulfil their 
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duties with competence and efficiency in order to accomplish the school's 

objectives. Hence, it is important to sustain a significant degree of job 

satisfaction among school personnel. Job happiness possesses a strong capacity 

to forecast significant work behaviors. From this perspective, numerous 

educational institutions have shown interest in quantifying the rates of job 

satisfaction among their staff members with the aim of forecasting significant 

behaviors at the institutional level, such as exemplary performance, work-life 

balance, and unjustified absences. This endeavor offers various advantages, 

including psychological benefits for employees and a diminished sense of work-

related stress. According to Ahmad et al. (2019), there are numerous instances 

where the detriments to teachers' job satisfaction vary from positive to negative, 

or are too insignificant to be considered. In addition, he results of Mashaqbah 

(2018) indicate that in order to achieve exceptional and distinguished 

performance among teachers, educational authorities in Jordan must focus on 

job satisfaction among teachers.

Given the importance of job satisfaction for school principals and its 

impact on teachers’ performance of their tasks effectively, efficiently and with 

high skill, this research came to determine the extent of this relationship, by 

knowing the degree of job satisfaction among government school teachers in the 

Directorate of Education for the Southern  Al - Mazar District. 

Depending on the problem of the study, the study questions are as 

follows:

1. What is the level of job satisfaction among public schoolteachers in the 

Southern Al - Mazar District?

2. What is the level of performance of teachers in public schools in the 

Southern Al - Mazar District?    
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3. Are there statistically significant differences at the significance level 

(0.05) in the degree of job satisfaction among teachers of the Southern Al 

- Mazar District, due to demographic variables?

4. Are there statistically significant differences at the significance level 

(0.05) in the performance score of teachers in the Southern Al - Mazar 

area due to demographic variables?

5. Is there a statistically significant correlation at the significance level 

(0.05) between the degree of job satisfaction of public-school teachers in 

the Southern Al - Mazar District?

Objectives of the study

- Statement of the level of job satisfaction among government 

schoolteachers in the Southern Al - Mazar District.

- Statement of the level of performance of teachers in government schools 

in the southern Al - Mazar area.

- Explaining the extent to which there are statistically significant 

differences at the significance level (0.05) in the degree of job satisfaction 

among teachers in the Southern Al - Mazar area due to demographic 

variables.

- The extent to which there are statistically significant differences at the 

significance level (0.05) in the performance score of teachers in the 

southern Al - Mazar area due to demographic variables.

- Explaining the extent to which there is a statistically significant 

correlation at the significance level (0.05) between the degree of job 

satisfaction among public school teachers in the southern Al - Mazar area.
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The importance of the study

- Studying the impact of job satisfaction on teachers’ performance is 

important because it helps improve the quality of teaching and learning, 

increase productivity and creativity, and positive interaction between 

teachers, students, colleagues, and administration. It also contributes to 

reducing rates of absence, resignation, stress and frustration among 

teachers.

- The study is considered important for school principals because it 

provides them with important information about the degree of job 

satisfaction of principals in the Southern Al-Mazar District as educational 

leaders in the domain and its relationship to teachers’ performance from 

their point of view and provides them with feedback about their job 

satisfaction and its relationship to teachers’ performance. 

- It is important for officials in the Ministry of Education because it 

provides educational leaders in the Ministry of Education and its 

directorates with suggested recommendations to benefit from, and it is 

hoped that this study will be the nucleus for other similar studies.

The Limitation of the Study

The study was limited to the following limits:

- Objective Limitation: This study was limited to studying job satisfaction 

and its impact on teachers’ performance from their point of view.

- Spatial limit: Government schools in the southern Al - Mazar district.

- The human limit: This study was applied to public school teachers in the 

southern Al - Mazar district as the study sample.
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- Time limit: This study was applied during the first semester of the 

2023/2024 academic year.

Terminology of Study

§ Job Satisfaction 

Job satisfaction expresses the general attitude or impression that a worker 

feels toward his work, and this attitude should be viewed as closely linked to 

causal factors that depend on personal factors related to the nature of the work 

itself, and other factors related to the work environment (Mahmood Aziz et al., 

2021). Job satisfaction is measured (procedurally) by the average of the study 

sample’s estimates of the questionnaire items related to job satisfaction.

§ Teachers’ Performance

It is the set of actions, attitudes, and behaviors in the teaching and 

learning environment that led to the achievement of students’ educational goals 

(Kilag et al., 2023). Performance is measured (procedurally) by the average of 

the study sample’s ratings of the questionnaire items related to their work 

performance.

Theoretical Framework:

Job Satisfaction:

The domain of job satisfaction has garnered the interest of researchers and 

experts in order to furnish managers, administrators, and supervisors with 

insights that can enhance employees' sentiments towards their work or the 

organization they are affiliated with (Jan & Gul, 2020).

Various theories exist that focus on job satisfaction and can be utilized in 

developing the skills that managers acquire to enhance their approach in 

handling the human aspect. This aspect is a crucial resource and its presence 

contributes to increased satisfaction (Almohtaseb et al., 2021). Consequently, it 
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reshapes the role of employees within organizations to align with the 

management philosophy of recognizing and valuing their contributions to the 

organization. The success of a corporation relies on the philosophy of 

individuals in top-level positions within the organizational hierarchy, who 

contribute value to the organization (Sahito & Vaisanen, 2017).

The individual's satisfaction with their work is influenced by both their 

role within the company and their internal feelings. This satisfaction is 

determined by various factors related to their profession and life in general 

(Mete et al., 2016). Job satisfaction, motivation, and performance level 

significantly influence behavior regulation, organizational commitment, and 

overall efficiency within the organization (Hanaysha, 2016).

Organizational Factors that Influence Job Satisfaction:

Several organizational factors play a significant role in influencing job 

satisfaction among employees. These factors include:

o Fair and Adequate Returns: Job satisfaction is influenced by the perception 

that returns, such as incentives or promotions, are distributed in a fair and 

appropriate manner (Saiti & Papadopoulos, 2015). 

o Supervision: The level of supervision individuals receive impacts their job 

satisfaction. Employees' perception of supervisors' fairness, their interest in 

subordinates' affairs, and their supportiveness all contribute to the degree 

of job satisfaction experienced (Kabir & Parvin, 2011). 

o Organizational Policies: The existence of well-defined work systems, 

regulations, procedures, and rules that effectively organize work and clarify 

actions can significantly influence job satisfaction. When work processes 

are streamlined and obstacles are minimized, employees experience greater 

satisfaction (Hemon-Hildgen et al., 2020).
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o Work Design: Job satisfaction is also influenced by the design of the work 

itself. When job roles allow for diversity, flexibility, integration, 

importance, independence, and the availability of comprehensive 

information, it increases the likelihood of job satisfaction (Hemon-Hildgen 

et al., 2020). 

o Favorable Working Conditions: Physical working conditions have an 

impact on job satisfaction (Boumenkar & Khalfa, 2015). Providing 

favorable working conditions can enhance overall job satisfaction.

Teacher Performance

Teachers must constantly enhance their skills to keep up with the latest 

trends, educational methods, and technologies in the education sector (Abu 

Khairan & Al-Rantisi, 2023). Ensuring that content remains current and 

applicable is undoubtedly crucial to effectively meeting students' educational 

requirements and facilitating their optimal development. The term teacher 

performance refers to the results that can be observed in the classroom that 

indicate the effectiveness or ineffectiveness of training and development, and 

includes actions, attitudes, and behaviors that appear in the teaching and 

learning environment that contribute to the achievement of students’ educational 

goals (Al-Juhani & Al-Harthi, 2023).

The issue of performance is considered an essential aspect of 

administrative organization because it plays a major role in achieving the 

organization’s goals with maximum efficiency and effectiveness. Teachers are 

expected to have the experience and pedagogical skills necessary to 

communicate effectively with their students. While a comprehensive 

understanding of content is essential, it does not guarantee effective teaching. 

Teachers must have the ability to deliver educational content or experiences in a 
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way that ensures optimal learning outcomes when students engage in learning 

activities. They must also communicate the subject matter and present 

information in a way that captivates students and improves their experience. 

Educational (Tjabolo, 2020).

Furthermore, teachers must possess the ability to effectively supervise a 

range of routine responsibilities, such as managing the teaching program, 

ensuring proper organization and maintenance of laboratory equipment, 

coordinating guest lecturers, arranging and supervising school trips, promptly 

processing order slips for enrollment changes, etc. One of the many tasks 

(Rababah, 2022). Ensuring the presence and retention of highly skilled teachers 

is crucial to delivering high-quality education in schools and the effectiveness of 

teachers is evaluated on the basis of their performance, which is influenced by 

factors such as salary, working conditions, and job motivation.

Iskandar et al. (2023) have identified the following as staff performance 

indicators: 

a. Workmanship, the degree to which teachers effectively fulfil their 

responsibilities.

b. The teacher's workload refers to the amount of time they spend working in 

a single day. This workload can be observed through each teacher's work 

rate. 

c. Task performance refers to the degree to which teachers are able to 

effectively and accurately carry out their work. 

d. Experiencing a sense of accountability for any errors or inaccuracies in the 

work if he has made a mistake.

Conversely, the performance standards for teachers who are able to meet 

their work expectations are primarily focused on four specific competencies: 
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pedagogic competence, personality competence, professional competence, and 

social competence (Karim et al., 2021).

Pedagogic competence refers to the capacity to effectively oversee 

students, encompassing a comprehension of educational principles, student 

dynamics, curriculum development, learning design, implementation of 

interactive and educational approaches, assessment of learning outcomes, and 

fostering the growth of students to realize their diverse potentials (Darmadi, 

2016; Ismail et al., 2020). Personal competence refers to a set of personality 

traits that encompass stability, maturity, wisdom, authority, noble character, and 

the ability to serve as a role model for both students and the community. It also 

involves the capacity to assess one's own performance and engage in continuous 

self-improvement. Professional competence refers to the capacity to thoroughly 

and comprehensively understand educational materials, encompassing concepts, 

structures, and scientific/technological/artistic methods that align with the 

teaching materials. It involves understanding the connections between different 

subjects within the school curriculum, applying scientific concepts in practical 

situations, and demonstrating professional competence on a global scale while 

upholding national values and culture. Social competence refers to the capacity 

of educators to effectively engage in various roles within the community. This 

includes proficient oral and written communication, functional utilization of 

communication and information technology, effective interaction with students, 

colleagues, education staff, parents/guardians, and polite socialization with the 

local community (Kartiko & Azzukhrufi, 2019).
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Previous Studies

Below is a presentation of some previous studies related to the topic of the 

current study, and they are presented in chronological order from newest to 

oldest, as follows:

Abu Irmaila (2023) conducted the influence of job satisfaction on job 

involvement among secondary school teachers in municipal schools in East 

Jerusalem was investigated. The study employed a descriptive and correlational 

approach to accomplish its objective. The study tool employed a questionnaire 

as a means of gathering data and information. The study sample comprised of 

secondary school educators employed in municipal schools located in the city of 

East Jerusalem. The total number of individuals in its population consisted of 

780 male and female educators, who were evenly distributed across 27 

secondary schools in East Jerusalem. The study was conducted on a simple 

random sample of 255 male and female teachers, consisting of 99 male teachers 

and 156 female teachers from municipal schools in the city of East Jerusalem. 

The study revealed that job satisfaction and job involvement were moderately 

correlated. Furthermore, the study demonstrated that job satisfaction, 

specifically in relation to the nature of work, wages and rewards, self-

actualization, and belonging to the profession, had a significant impact on job 

involvement. The findings also indicated that there were no statistically 

significant disparities among the means. The study sample members' responses 

regarding their perception of job involvement are influenced by the gender 

variable, and there are statistically significant variations in their perception of 

job involvement due to the years of experience variable.

Wolomasi et al. (2019) examined the job satisfaction levels of elementary 

school teachers in the Boven Digoel district of Papua, and investigated its 
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relationship with their job performance. In order to accomplish this, 

they conducted survey-based research. A total of 352 teacher-respondents, 

selected from a pool of 412 elementary school teachers in Boven Digoel district, 

Papua, completed two self-administered survey questionnaires. The derived data 

were statistically analyzed using the simple linear regression analysis method 

with the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) version 21. The data 

analysis revealed a significant positive correlation between job satisfaction and 

job performance among elementary school teachers in the Boben Digoel district.

Baluyos et al. (2019) established the correlation between teachers' job 

satisfaction and their work performance in the Division of Misamis Occidental 

for the academic year 2018-2019. A total of 104 school principals and 313 

teachers participated in the study. The researcher employed a descriptive-

correlational research design and utilized the Teacher Job Satisfaction Survey 

Questionnaire and Individual Performance Commitment Review Form as 

research instruments. The statistical tools employed were mean, standard 

deviation, and Multiple Regression Analysis. The findings indicated that the 

teachers expressed a high level of job satisfaction, and their work performance 

was deemed to be very satisfactory. The correlation between teachers' work 

performance and the satisfaction of school heads' supervision and job security is 

negative. Schools must be equipped with a faculty lounge to allow teachers to 

engage in open discussions regarding their personal welfare.

Ahmad et al. (2019) determined the extent and factors influencing job 

satisfaction among teachers in Jordanian high schools, as well as the correlation 

between the educational level and teaching experience of these teachers. In 

addition, an analysis of literary texts was conducted to identify the factors that 

contribute to teacher satisfaction in Jordanian high schools. This literary analysis 
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is also conducted to elucidate the current models. In order to investigate the 

factors that influence teachers' job satisfaction in Jordanian high schools, a 

quantitative research design was chosen. This decision was based on the belief 

that the objectives of the study align well with the key characteristics of the 

quantitative method. Prior research has identified multiple factors that influence 

teachers' job satisfaction. Factors to consider include recognition, working 

conditions, salary, incentives, job security, and teaching experience. In addition, 

there is a lack of uniformity in the empirical findings among various studies. In 

addition, there are numerous instances where the detriments to teachers' job 

satisfaction vary from positive to negative, or are too insignificant to be 

considered. Multiple authors have observed a clear correlation between teacher 

job satisfaction and the presence of incentives, particularly in terms of salary. 

However, some individuals argue that there is a negative correlation between a 

teacher's job satisfaction and the recognition they receive.

Mashaqbah (2018) determined the correlation between motivation and job 

satisfaction among teachers in public schools located in the Mafraq Province of 

Jordan. To accomplish this, primary data were gathered through self-completed 

questionnaires administered to 1260 teachers in public schools. Statistical 

analysis was employed to examine the relationships. The research findings 

indicate that teachers in public schools in Mafraq Province have a moderate 

level of motivation and job satisfaction. Furthermore, the research demonstrates 

a statistically significant correlation between motivation and job satisfaction 

among teachers. The study revealed a dearth of material incentives and bonuses, 

an absence of a well-defined system of motivation that effectively assesses the 

teachers' performance, and a lack of teacher engagement in decision-making 

processes. The findings of this study indicate that in order to attain exceptional 
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and outstanding performance among teachers, educational authorities should 

focus on enhancing the laws, regulations, and guidelines pertaining to the 

system of bonuses and rewards, aligning them with the employees' essential 

living standards.

Shtayat (2018) identified a correlation between job satisfaction and the 

enhancement of school teacher behavior's in UNERWA school. The research 

tool utilized was a questionnaire administered to a sample of 302 teachers. The 

study revealed that the primary factors contributing to job satisfaction among 

teachers in UNERWA schools were: the security and internal control of the 

school system, the fulfilment of professional needs as outlined in the school's 

guidelines, the presence of a safe and open environment, the democratization of 

decision-making processes for teachers, and the implementation of innovative 

teaching techniques under effective supervision. 2) The variable of genders, high 

qualification, and primary school have an impact on job satisfaction for males. 

3) The variable of experience has no impact on job satisfaction.

Ibnian (2016) examined the degree of job satisfaction among English as a 

Foreign Language (EFL) teachers in Jordan. The study sought to address the 

following inquiries: - What is the extent of job satisfaction among English as a 

Foreign Language (EFL) teachers in public schools in Jordan? - What are the 

most gratifying/dissatisfying elements for English as a Foreign Language (EFL) 

teachers in Jordan's public schools? Is there a correlation between job 

satisfaction and gender among English as a Foreign Language (EFL) teachers in 

public schools in Jordan? The study's sample comprised 28 male and female 

English as a Foreign Language (EFL) teachers from public schools in Amman. 

A 20-item questionnaire was encoded and analyzed utilizing the SPSS software. 

The results indicated a high level of job satisfaction among EFL teachers. 
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Nevertheless, female educators exhibited a greater degree of job contentment 

compared to their male counterparts. The researchers propose enhancing the 

working conditions of public-school teachers in order to achieve a greater level 

of job satisfaction and enhance the outcomes of the teaching-learning process.

Commenting on previous studies

It is worth noting first that the studies differed in naming the concept of 

teachers’ performance. We find that some of them addressed the concept in 

terms of job performance, while others expressed it in terms of work 

performance. It is striking when looking at previous studies that dealt with 

teachers’ performance and job satisfaction in particular, that most of them 

adopted the descriptive approach in conducting them. The questionnaire was the 

most frequently used tool in this research. While few and limited studies have 

adopted the qualitative approach by conducting personal interviews. This may 

be because descriptive studies are conducted more quickly than qualitative 

studies. Through questionnaires that can be distributed electronically; 

Researchers can reach the largest number of sample members, and unlike studies 

that use personal interviews or observation as qualitative methods for collecting 

data, we find that they take relatively long times. It is also noted that most 

studies have shown that teachers’ performance in educational institutions is 

positively affected by job satisfaction. While few studies have proven otherwise. 

The current study also differed from previous studies by selecting the study 

population represented by teachers in public schools in the southern Al - Mazar 

district. Whereas Abu Irmaila's (2023) study was in municipal schools in East 

Jerusalem, while the study of Baluyos et al. (2019) was in the Misamis 

Occidental department. Abu Irmaila (2023) also studied the effect of job 

satisfaction on job engagement, while Hamad et al. (2019) studied the extent and 
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factors affecting job satisfaction among teachers, Mashaqbah's study (2018) 

determined the correlation between motivation and job satisfaction among 

teachers.

Proposed Methodology:

Study Approach:

The descriptive approach was relied upon as it suits the objectives of the 

study.

Study Population:

The research community consisted of all the teachers of the southern Al -

Mazar, numbering (1326) male and female teachers.

Study personnel:

The study sample size was (149) a male and female teacher who were 

randomly selected. Table 1 shows the characteristics of the study sample.

Table (1) 

Frequencies and percentages of study individuals according to demographic variables

Variable Category Frequencies Percentages

Gender Male 69 46.3%

feminine 80 53.7%

Specialization scientific 85 57.0%

Humanitarian 64 43.0%

Years of 

Experience

4 years and less 67 45.0%

5–10years 46 30.9%

11 years and over 36 24.2%

Academic 

qualification

Bachelor's 80 53.7%

Master's 39 26.2%

Ph.D 30 20.1%

Total marks 149 100%

Study tool:

In order to achieve the aim of the study and answer its questions, a tool 

was developed to collect data from the study’s members, by referring to 
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theoretical literature and previous studies, which were represented in the study 

OECD (2018), and it was translated to serve the objectives of this study. It was 

also based on the study of  Bin Muwaffaq and Bin Safi (2017) and the Salem 

Study (2017), and the tool consisted of two domains, the first represented job 

satisfaction and included (15) items, and the second axis represented teachers’ 

performance and included (12) items.

Analysis scale:

A five – point Likert scale was relied upon as follows (strongly = 5 / agree 

= 4 / neutral = 3 / disagree = 2 / strongly disagree = 1). 

Validity of the study instrument 

- Content veracity: After designing the tool in its initial form, it was 

presented to )7( arbitrators to obtain their opinions on the appropriateness 

of the items in terms of their linguistic formulation and the extent of their 

belonging to the domain, In light of their comments, the wording of some 

paragraphs was modified.

- Construct validity: After designing the tool in its initial form, the 

questionnaire was presented to a group of arbitrators to seek their opinions 

on the suitability of the paragraphs in terms of their linguistic formulation 

and the extent of their belonging to the field. In light of their observations, 

the linguistic formulation of some of the paragraphs was reformulated 

based on the agreement of the arbitrators.

Table (2) 

Correlation coefficients of job satisfaction domain

Correlation coefficientsNCorrelation coefficientsN

Material domain

**0.6445**0.6851

**0.6986**0.6922

**0.8067**0.6593
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**0.6518**0.5404

**0.589The domain as a whole

Spiritual domain

**0.81812**0.4269

**0.70913**0.64310

**0.78414**0.52311

**0.594The domain as a whole

Table (3) 

Correlation coefficients of domain of teachers' performance 

Correlation coefficientsNCorrelation coefficientsN

**0.4457**0.6701

**0.6758**0.5302

**0.6789**0.7903

**0.78510**0.5514

**0.54411**0.3985

**0.3666

It is clear from Tables (2) and (3) that none of the scale items were 

deleted, because all the correlation coefficients were statistically significant at 

the (0.01) level, and ranged between (0.523-0.818) of job satisfaction domain 

and (0.336-0.790) of teachers' performance, and therefore all of them had 

acceptable correlation coefficients.

Reliability of the questionnaire instrument:

To ensure the internal consistency of the questionnaire tool items, the 

internal consistency coefficient was extracted, and the following table shows the 

results of that:

Table (4) 

Cronbach's alpha coefficient

the field Number of items Cronbach alpha

Material domain 8 0.80

Spiritual domain 6 0.76

the job satisfaction 14 0.86

teachers' performance 11 0.81
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It is clear from Table (4) that the internal consistency coefficient for 

domain of job satisfaction reached (0.86) and for domain of teachers’ 

performance reached (0.81), and these values are considered acceptable for the 

purposes of the study. 

The scale scores were approved through the equation upper limit (5) –

lower limit (1) / (3) = 1.33.

1.00 – 2.33 = with low degree / 2.34 – 3. 67 = moderately/ 3.68 – 5 = to a 

high degree.

Statistical processing

Statistical tests were applied (extracting frequencies and percentages, 

arithmetic means and standard deviations, applying the Cronbach alpha test, 

extracting the Pearson correlation coefficient, independent samples t-test, and 

One way Anova).

Study results

This part includes a presentation of the analysis of the study questions, 

where the results were presented and discussed in the order of the study 

questions, which are as follows:

The first question:

What is the level of job satisfaction among public schoolteachers in the 

Southern Al - Mazar District?

To answer this question, the arithmetic means and standard deviations of 

the estimates of the study sample members were calculated.
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Table (5) 

Means and standard deviations of study sample responses about job satisfaction

LevelRankStandard 

Deviation

MeanItemNo

Material domain

Medium61.103.50Lack of rewards and incentives1

Medium81.153.17Insufficient financial income to meet my

responsibilities.
2

Medium71.013.29Financial income does not equal the effort expended.3

Medium21.053.66Financial income does not enable me to provide the 

means for learning
4

Medium41.153.56The school administration takes into account my social 

responsibilities.
5

High11.083.73The administration appreciates the effort made by 

offering in-kind prizes.
6

Medium51.093.52I am looking for another job to cover the financial 

costs
7

Medium31.063.64The school provides the necessary equipment to do my 

work
8

Medium1.093.51Total marks

Spiritual domain

Medium31.143.56I have good relationships with my fellow teachers.9

Medium51.123.28The school principal cooperates with teachers to 

achieve the goals of the educational process.
10

High11.163.82The school principal accepts teachers' suggestions 

about developing school work
11

Medium41.183.45Fair opportunities for career advancement are provided12

Medium61.053.16Professional growth standards are clear and fair13

Medium21.093.61Management provides incentives for innovative 

businesses
14

Medium1.123.48Total marks

Medium1.103.49The overall score for the instrument as a whole

It is clear from the table (5) that the arithmetic mean for the job 

satisfaction tool reached (3.49) to a moderate degree, the arithmetic mean for the 

material domain ranged from (3.73 – 3.17) to a moderate level, Paragraph 6, 

which stated "The administration appreciates the effort made by offering in-kind 

prizes" (M=3.37) received the highest score, and Paragraph 2 received the 
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lowest score, as it stated "Insufficient financial income to meet my 

responsibilities" (M=3.17).

The arithmetic mean for the spiritual domain reached (3.48), at an average 

level. Its arithmetic averages ranged from ( 3.16-3.82 ), and Paragraph 11, which 

states, "The school principal accepts teachers suggestions regarding developing 

school work" received the highest score (M=3.82), while Paragraph 13, which 

states, "Clear and fair professional growth standards" obtained the lowest. 

Grades (M=3.16).

This result is due to teachers’ dissatisfaction with the material aspects of 

the nature of their work, as the study members expressed their insufficient 

satisfaction with the salaries they receive for their work due to their inadequacy 

and coverage of their various responsibilities and needs, which prompts them to 

search for another job to improve their income level. It was also found that there 

was moderate satisfaction with the moral aspect due to their lack of involvement 

in drawing up development plans for teachers, in addition to the unfairness of 

promotion policies.

The level of satisfaction with work depends on the extent to which the 

needs of teachers are met. When the job is a source of meeting his material, 

psychological and social needs in addition to being a source that satisfies his 

ambitions and is commensurate with his abilities, in addition to involving him in 

decision-making, this increases his level of motivation and satisfaction with 

work.

This result was consistent with the study of Abu Irmail (2023), which 

indicated that the level of job satisfaction was moderate. It differed from the 

study of Baluyos et al. (2019) as it indicated a high level of job satisfaction.
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The second question: 

What is the level of performance of teachers in public schools in the 

Southern Al - Mazar District?

To answer this question, the arithmetic means and standard deviations of 

the estimates of the study sample members were calculated.

Table (6) 

Means and standard deviations of the responses of study sample members about 

teachers’ performance

LevelRankStandard 

Deviation

MeanItemNo

Medium101.323.44I complete the tasks required of me effectively1

High31.033.94I do my best to complete job tasks without regard to 

incentives.

2

Medium111.223.19I complete the work on time3

Medium81.143.58I plan my lessons carefully and perfectly4

High50.943.89Use appropriate educational and technological means 

appropriate to the goal to be achieved.

5

High20.903.95Diversify the methods of evaluating students6

Medium10.854.16Use class time effectively7

High40.913.92Commit to completing the curriculum on time8

Medium61.083.63I treat students' behavioral problems in class9

Medium91.403.53Make sure to adhere to the rules and procedures of 

school work

10

Medium71.093.59I make sure to form good relationships with colleagues 

and parents

11

High1.083.71Total marks

It is clear from the table (6) that the arithmetic mean for domain of 

teachers’ performance reached (3.71) with a high degree, as the arithmetic 

averages for domain ranged between (4.16 -3.19) and the item 7 which stated 

“Use class time effectively” obtained the highest score (M=4.16), and the item 3 

which stated " I complete the work on time " on the lowest paragraph (M=3.19).
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This is due to the teacher’s awareness of his role in carrying out his tasks 

effectively and efficiently, through his use of time in proportion to the class 

activities and the data it contains that must be presented to the students during 

the class, in addition to his awareness of the importance of diversifying 

educational methods in accordance with the needs of the students and their 

individual differences. 

Question Three:

Are there statistically significant difference at the significance level (0.05) in 

the degree of job satisfaction among teachers of the Southern Al – Mazar 

District, due to demographic variables? 

To answer this question, the independent samples t-test was applied for 

the variable (gender, specialization), and the one-way Anova test was applied 

for the variable (years of experience, educational qualification) as follows:

Table (7)

Results of independent sample t-test to examine differences among the averages of study 

sample responses about job satisfaction due to gender and specialization variables

variable domain Category Mean Std. 

deviation

T Df Sig

gender Material 

domain

Male 6.96 1.50 0.089 147 0.01

Female 7.03 1.91

Spiritual 

domain

Male 7.78 1.39 0.801 147 0.974

Female 7.60 1.38

Job 

satisfaction

Male 6.89 1.79 0.762 147 0.428

Female 6.68 1.57

Specialization Material 

domain

Scientific 6.97 1.76 0.305 147 0.22

Humanitarian 7.06 1.62

Spiritual 

domain

Scientific 7.47 1.53 2.200 147 0.00

Humanitarian 7.97 1.11

Job 

satisfaction

Scientific 6.56 1.81 1.859 147 0.02

Humanitarian 7.08 1.45
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It is clear from the table (7) that there are statistically significant 

differences at the significance level (0.05) about material domain due to gender 

variable in favor of female, as it obtained the highest arithmetic average of 

(7.03), where the value of t = 0.089, There were no differences between the 

gender variable, the spiritual domain, and domain of job satisfaction as a whole. 

This may explain that males are less satisfied than females, and this may be due 

to the financial burdens that males bear compared to females, especially in light 

of the income of the teaching profession, which is not compatible with coverage. 

His life requirements include food, housing, transportation fees, health, and 

education. This may be due to some males’ aversion to resorting to practicing 

the teaching profession and searching for other professions that enjoy a high 

level of income. This result agreed with the study of Abu Irmaila (2023), which 

found that there were statistically significant differences for the variable of 

gender. It also agreed with the study of Ibnian (2016) which indicated that there 

were statistically significant differences for the variable of gender in favor of 

females. This result differed with the study of Shtayat (2018) which indicated 

that there were differences in the gender variable in favor of males.

It was also found that there were statistically significant differences at the 

significance level (0.05) regarding the spiritual field due to the specialization 

variable in favor of the humanities, where the T value was = 2.20 in favor of, 

and between specialization and the field of job satisfaction. With a value of T = 

1.85, it is attributed to humanities specializations. This is because scientific 

disciplines require greater efforts than humanities, as they require conducting 

laboratory experiments and implementing educational activities and methods 

within the classroom.
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Table (8) 

Results of variance analysis (ANOVA) to compare means, and standard deviations of 

study sample responses about job satisfaction due to years of experience and academic 

qualification variables

variable The dimension Sum 

Squares

Df Mean 

Squar

F Sig

Academic 

qualification

Material 

domain

Between 

Groups

14.564 2 7.282 2.572 0.08

Within 

Groups 

423.409 146 7.282

Total 427.973 148

Spiritual 

domain

Between 

Groups

5.128 2 2.564 1.342 0.265

Within 

Groups 

279.046 146 1.911

Total 284.174 148

Job 

satisfaction

Between 

Groups

30.447 2 15.223 5.718 0.00

Within 

Groups 

388.681 146 2.662

Total 419.128 148

Years of 

Experience

Material 

domain

Between 

Groups

4.170 2 2.085 0.718 0.48

Within 

Groups 

423.803 146 2.903

Total 427.973 148

Spiritual 

domain

Between 

Groups

19.533 2 9.766 5.388 0.00

Within 

Groups 

264.642 146 1.813

Total 284.174 148

Job 

satisfaction

Between 

Groups

11.713 2 5.857 2.099 0.13

Within 

Groups 

407.414 146 2.791

Total 419.128 148
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It is clear from Table (8) that there are statistically significant differences 

at the significance level (0.05) about job satisfaction due to Academic 

qualification, where the value of F = 5.718 reached a significance level of 0.00.  

This is due to the higher the educational level, the more satisfied the teacher is 

due to the job stability he enjoys. 

It was found that there were statistically significant differences spiritual 

domain due to years of experience, where the value of F = 5.388 reached a 

significance level 0.00. To identify this and in favor of these differences, the 

Scheffé test was applied.

Table (9) 

Results of scheffe test to reveal the differences among the averages of study sample 

responses about job satisfaction due to years of experience and academic qualification 

variables

Job satisfaction bachelor’s Master's Ph. D

bachelor’s - 0.0 0.12

Master's 0.0 - 0.73

Ph. D 0.12 0.37 -

Spiritual domain 4 years and less 5 – 10  years 11 years and over

4 years and less - 0.05 0.54

5–10 years 0.05 - 0.00

11 years and over 0.54 0.00 -

It is clear from the table (9) that there are differences between the degree 

of job satisfaction and the academic qualification variable, as these differences 

were between bachelor’s and master’s degrees and were in favor of the master’s 

degree.

It is also clear that there are differences in the variable of academic 

qualification and spiritual domain between (5-10) and (4 years and less) in favor 

of (4 years and less) .and there are differences between. (11 years and over) and 

(5-10) and it was in favor of the category of (11 years and over). This result 
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agreed with the study of Abu Irmaila (2023), which found that there were 

statistically significant differences for the variable of years of experience.

Question Four:

Are there statistically significant differences at the significance level (0.05) 

in the performance score of teachers in the Southern Al - Mazar District 

due to demographic variables?

To answer this question, the independent samples t-test was applied for 

the variable (gender, specialization), and the one-way anova test was applied for 

the variable (years of experience, academic qualification) as follows:

Table (10) 

Results of independent sample t-test to examine differences among the averages of study 

sample responses about teacher’s performance due to gender and specialization 

variables

variable domain Category Mean Std. 

deviation

T Df Sig

gender teachers’ 

performance

Male 6.88 1.87 0.923 147 0.791

Female 7.17 1.96

Specialization teachers’ 

performance

Scientific 6.46 2.07 4.541 147 0.00

Humanitarian 7.81 1.35

It is clear from the table (10) that there are statistically significant 

differences at the significance level (0.05) about teachers’ performance due to 

specialization variable in favor of humanities, with an arithmetic mean (7.81).

And this is due to the fact that the professional burdens of these 

specializations are less than the burdens of the scientific specializations, which 

require greater efforts from the humanities, as they require holding laboratory 

experiments and implementing educational activities and means within Class 

rooms.
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It was found that there are no differences between the gender variable and 

teachers’ performance, as both male and female teachers perform the same 

educational professional roles. This result differed from the study of Abu 

Irmaila (2023), which found that there were statistically significant differences 

for the gender variable.

Table (11) 

Results of variance analysis (ANOVA) to compare means, and standard deviations of 

study sample responses about teacher’s performance due to years of experience and 

academic qualification variables

variable Sum 

Squares

Df Mean 

Squar

F Sig

Academic qualification Between 

Groups

34.669 2 17.334 4.971 0.00

Within 

Groups

509.090 146 3.487

Total 543.758 148

Years of Experience Between 

Groups

41.233 2 20.617 5.990 0.00

Within 

Groups

502.525 146 3.442

Total 543.758 148

It is clear from the table (11) that there are statistically significant 

differences at the significance level (0.05) about teacher’s performance due to 

Academic qualification and years of experience. To demonstrate these 

differences, a test was applied Scheffe.
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Table (12) 

Results of scheffe test to reveal the differences among the averages of study sample 

responses about teacher’s performance due to years of experience and academic 

qualification variables

teachers' performance bachelor’s Master's Ph. D

bachelor’s - 0.07 0.02

Master's - 0.84

Ph. D 0.07 0.84 -

teachers' performance 4 years and less 5 – 10  years 11 years and over

4 years and less - 0.06 0.34

5–10 years 0.06 - 0.00

11 years and over 0.34 0.00 -

The table (12) showed that there were differences between the doctoral 

and bachelor’s degrees, and they were in favor of the doctorate degree.

It was found that there were statistically significant differences (11 years 

and over) and (5-10) in favor of the category 11 years and over. This result 

agreed with the study of Abu Irmaila (2023), which found that there were 

statistically significant differences for the variable of years of experience.

Question five: 

Is there a statistically significant correlation at the significance level (0.05) 

between the degrees of job satisfaction of public school teachers in the 

Southern Al - Mazar District?

To answer this question, the correlation coefficient between the degree of 

job satisfaction and the degree of teachers’ performance was calculated using 

the Pearson correlation coefficient, and the table (7) shows these results.

The strength of the association was judged using the following rule:

- The correlation is considered weak if the correlation value ranges between 

(0.10-0.29).
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- The correlation is considered moderate if the correlation value ranges 

between (0.30-0.49).

- A correlation is considered strong if the correlation value ranges between 

(0.50-1.00)

Table (13) 

Pearson correlation coefficient between the degree of job satisfaction and the degree of 

teachers’ performance

Domains Teacher performance 

Sig Pearson Correlation

Material domain 0.04 *0.166

Spiritual domain 0.00 **0.605

Job satisfaction 0.00 **0.589

It is clear from the table (13) that there is a statistically significant 

relationship at the level of significance (0.05), between the degree of job 

satisfaction among school teachers and the degree of performance, where the 

correlation coefficient reached (0.589) and at the level of significance (0.00), as 

well as in all dimensions of Job satisfaction (material & spiritual domain) and 

teachers’ performance.

It was found that there is a relationship between job satisfaction and 

teachers’ performance. This is due to the fact that job satisfaction is one of the 

factors that contribute to pushing teachers to make tremendous efforts in order to 

achieve the goals of the educational process with all effectiveness and 

efficiency. This result agreed with the Wolomasi et al. (2019) study, which 

indicated a positive relationship between job satisfaction and teachers’ 

performance. While I disagreed with the Baluyos et al. (2019) study, which 

found a negative relationship between job satisfaction and teachers’ 

performance.
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Recommendations:

The following points show some recommendations that are related to this 

study:

- Conduct similar studies in another research community and address new 

variables.

- Maintaining a democratic atmosphere in the work environment.

- Strengthening the relationship between teachers and administrative staff.

- Activating an internal incentive system for each school.

- Reorganizing the salary scale structure.

- Reorganizing the school educational environment.

- Increase the level of bonuses.
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